This paper deals with techniques to detect abrupt scene transitions when random brightness variations (flicker) are present. This is normally the case when trying to restore or index old films. The application of conventional techniques in this situation tends to produce a large number of false positive detections of cuts. The paper is intendedly restricted to techniques which require low computation (no motion estimation).
INTRODUCTION
When attempting the restoration of old films, it is desirable to use as many properties of the video signal as possible. One key property is the strong correlation in time exhibited by undegraded video. This property fails at abrupt scene changes, named cuts. So, the first step when attempting to restore degraded video material is the detection of cuts.
Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for detection of cuts [l, 2, 31. Most of them rely on the similarity of consecutive frames. A popular measure is the mean absolute frame diference (MAFD) where I and J are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the frames, n is the frame index, and ( i , j ) are the spatial coordinates. MAFD measures the degree of dissimilarity at every frame transition. The causes of dissimilarity between consecutive frames include: 0 Actual scene transitions. In standard (good condition) squences, the last contribution is normally negligible (except in some special cases such as flashlight). Motion of objects and camera normally happen during more than one transition which produces wide pulses in the MAFD signal. On the other hand, an abrupt scene transition produces a peak of width one in MAFD. This difference of widths can be exploited to differentiate motion and cuts in video. Basic morphological operators, such as openings snd closings, can be applied for this purpose [4, 5] .
Other popular measures include the displaced frame difference (DFD), which reduces the contribution of camera and objects motion, at the expense of a greater computational load.
However, in cases of severe flicker, the last contribution may have a major impact on any cut detection scheme using any of MAFD or DFD.
In this paper, we have avoided to use techniques that need motion estimation to detect cuts because of the higher computational requirements. Also, the algorithms presented below use low resolution images obtained from the DC coefficient of compressed sequences as input. This has the advantage that does not require full decompression of the video in order to find the cuts [ 13.
FLICKER ROBUST DIFFERENCE METRICS
The idea behind both metrics to measure the difference between frames in the presence of flicker is to try to separate two terms: 0 The difference due to a change in the mean value. 0 The difference due to a change in the content of the scene.
If we denote as p n the mean of the n-th frame:
and compute the absolute mean difference (AMD) as:
The quantity A M D ( n ) measures the difference due to the mean change between two consecutive frames, while the term d ( n ) explains the rest of the difference. In case of flicker, most of the differences in equation 1 have the same sign and in this case d ( n ) x 0. 
( n ) . On the other hand, the number of peaks in d[n]
is considerably more reduced, and most of the cuts remain as peaks. The peak at frame 1313 in d ( n ) is due to a severe camera shaking (see figure 9) . However, the use of only d[n] misses some cuts. In the given example this situation happens between frames 2072 and 2073 (figure 4). This happens because the transition has implicit a strong change in the mean value of the frame. In order to try to cope with such situations, several approaches are possible. The most immediate one is to add large peaks in A M D ( n ) to the list of cuts. The second one is to try to find another meassure of similarity.
Let's define the modijied sign of a frame as:
{ ; fn(i,j> > P n + t M S ( f n ( i 7 j ) ) = -1 fn(i,A < Pn -t otherwise where t is a small threshold We will denote the modified sign of frame n as M S n ( i , j ) . The aspect of M S n for the pair of frames in figures 2 and 4 is shown in figures 5 and 6. The idea behind this second metric is to see if there is a match in the modified sign of two consecutive frames. Since this is similar to a correlation, we will call this metric correlation of modijied sign, (CMS). The C M S will be defined as:
where C M S ( n ) is a one dimensional signal, which is in the range -1 5 C M S ( n ) 2 1. A value of 1 would mean a total matching of the modified sign of the frames. In other words, C M S ( n ) measures the number of pixels that are above (below) the mean in frame n that are also above (below) the mean in frame n -l. A plot of C M S ( n ) is shown in figure 7 . Detection of narrow valleys can be easily carried out by means of the residue of a morphological closing, obtaining a signal like the one in figure 8 , where it can be seen that thresholding produces the desired cuts as well as a pair of false detection at frame pairs 1313-1314 and 2461-2462.
These frames are shown in figures 9 and 10. In figure 9 a large shift to the left can be easily appreciated by looking at the right side of the images. In figure 10 a vertical shift has occurred (see the door top) as well as a change in the position of the characters. This happens only at this frame pairs, and we believe that this has happened because there are some missing frames.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
At present, we are performing exhaustive tests on our database of old films, in order to test the performance of the techniques presented in this paper. Preliminary results show that 
the use of CMS(n) is generally better than the use of d(n).
Nevertheless, we think that it will be difficult to give a single figure of merit of this kind of techniques since the results that can be obtained depend to a large extent of the degree of degradation of the material. As a conclusion, we could say that both presented methods perform better than conventional techniques with degraded sequences and in a silimilar way with good condition sequences. Also, the computational load is low compared with methods that use motion estimation.
